I. INTRODUCTION
Since the successful observation of the quantum beats" (and also the related experiments on beam foil spectroscopy' ') and the realisation that these provide a new method of laser spectroscopy, several theoretical papers' ' have examined the quantum beats from different points of view. The existence or nonexistence of a particular type of beat has been considered to be a test of the different theories of spontaneous emission. "" Herman ef, al. ' examined the beats which may be present in the Poynting vector of the radiation emitted by a multilevel atom. They also calculated the transition rates in a four-level atom with certain restrictions on dipole moments and found no beats. Senitzky' analyzed the mean amplitude and the intensity of the radiation emitted from a multilevel atom. Using his second quantized boson formalism, he also discussed the transition to neoclassical theory. Chow' et al. discussed the type of beats present in the intensity of the radiation emitted by a system of three-level atoms under the assumption that the radiation field contains only one photon.
The purpose of the present study is to develop a self-consistent theory, in which the radiation reaction effects are properly taken into account. Our (g~')s(0, 0, v) [P"(t) , [Ps(t -w) 
where the E, 's are the free-field operators. We rewrite (2.1) so as to exhibit its t dependence explicitly: Hence the total power radiated in the far zone will be 2 +2 2 (d~u du'~).
(2.10)
where the operators g, , are in the interaction picture and the coefficients are given by t), " (r, t) = gd~~)( "~~(r, 0, (u, , ) e"~a), (2.11) t)" , (r, t) = Qd'"')(""Hs(r, 0, (u, , ) e" ", (2.12) )( ", (r, 0,~) 
The power radiated in the far zone shows beats.
We will now compare the expression for P with that for the rate of change of the energy of the atomic system: d""'(r"t"r"t, ) = g I), '~*"(r" t, ) I), "' "(r"t, )
In view of (2.4) and the quantum-regression theorem, " we have Thus our first object is the evaluation of the antinormally ordered correlation function G"""(r"t"r"t, ) =(E~' (r"t, )Z"(r2, t, )), (4.2) with Et'~g iven by (2.9). On substituting (2.9) into (4.2), we find that 4 4
G~""l(r"t"r2, t2) = QC~'l(r"t"r" t, ); R~, . (to+ 7, to)= QRy~', .(to+ 7, to), $j 1 c (r"t"r,t, ")=g(, " (r"t,) , '(""(r"t Note R"'=0 and R"' denotes the usual transition rate, i.e. , in the absence of any source atom. As discussed before in connection of the structure of C"', C'4' it is clear that R' ' has beats at the lower-level frequencies, whereas R"' has beats at both lower feve-l and upper level fr-equencies.
The results (4.14) and (4.15) agree with those of Khoo and Eberly'" obtained by using the method of Heisenberg-picture perturbation theory. 
